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Revealed in this book for the first time are the long-held secrets of dim-mak: a system
of deadly strikes to vital acupuncture points at the root of t'ai chi ch'uan. Learn the
martial and healing applications of the most dangerous points, plus set-up points,
multiple point strikes and neurological shutdown points. For information purposes only.
Sports are the most popular spectator events in the history of the world. This volume
demonstrates how sports shape societies and individuals. The essays offer critical new
insights and historical case studies from historians, theorists, literature scholars, and
athletes.
"Martial Arts Basics" is the most comprehensive book on martial arts that has been
published, and a must read for every martial arts practitioner and anyone contemplating
learning a martial art. There is a plethora of books on each of the different martial arts,
but "Martial Arts Basics" brings this mountain of information into one readable textbook.
Dr. Gotay integrates history, training protocols, sporting vs. self defense aspects, and
philosophies that serve as the bedrock many of the martial arts presented in each
chapter. He does this for each of the eighteen martial arts from around the world which
he writes about. In the appendices he highlights additional forms of martial arts not
described in the main chapters. The book also provides course outlines for credit
bearing college martial arts courses crafted and taught by Dr. Gotay. The contributors,
who are all pioneers and leading authorities in their respective Martial Arts, give "Martial
Arts Basics" additional credibility and life. This text is well written and organized in a
way that makes it easy for the reader to follow. Review by Dr. Carlos Molina, black belt
ranked in judo and karate and a former champion college competitor in wrestling, judo,
and karate. Dr. Molina has designed and taught college martial arts courses and
coached martial arts teams. He is Vice President of the Division of Continuing
Education and Workforce Development at Hostos Community College in New York
City. The author, Dr. Gotay has a long history as an instructor in police tactics, boxing,
judo, and karate. He is a former Commanding Officer of the Physical Education Unit of
the New York City Police Department and is presently an Associate Professor at the
John Jay College of Criminal Justice in the City University of New York.
In this engaging study, H. William Rice illuminates the mystery that is Ralph Ellison: the
author of one complex, important novel who failed to complete his second; a black
intellectual who remained notably reticent on political issues during the desegregation
of his native South. Rice reads both Invisible Man and the posthumously published
Juneteenth as novels that focus on the political uses of language. He explores Ellison's
concept of the novel, promulgated in that author's two collections of essays, as an
inherently political form of art. And he carefully considers the political context that
undoubtedly impacted Ellison's work and thought: a world and a time rocked to its
foundation by such revolutionary actors as Martin Luther King, Jr., and Malcolm X. Rice
guides his reader to a greater understanding of Ralph Ellison, his oeuvre, and the
American novel.
When she witnesses her long-time crush, Lucas, doing something cruel to his date,
Hope, on prom night, Cadence is devastated by what she sees, but when unknown
facts are finally revealed, things turn out to be much different than they first appeared to
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all those involved. Original. 35,000 first printing.
The Judo Advantage explores the dynamics of how and why the human body works
most efficiently for throwing, submission, and pinning techniques. Although judo
provides the basis for the author's analysis, his insights also relate to other grappling
sports such as Russian sambo, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, and Olympic and collegiate wrestling.
Gain a competitive edge using the principles of human biomechanics. Master the ability
to control your opponent's movements. Improve fluency for seamless transition
between techniques. Generate incredible power and speed. This book features: Indepth analysis of stances, balance breaking, throws, takedowns, transitions, ground
fighting, trapping, footwork, combinations, gripping, posting, linear and angular
movement, torque, generating power, evading, generating force, changing directions,
and stability Over 200 action photos Drills and winning insight for coaches and athletes
of grappling arts Steve Scott merges traditional martial wisdom with modern
kinesiology, the study of human anatomy and movement. This new biomechanical
perspective helps competitors develop every facet of their grappling skill, giving them a
clear advantage in controlling opponents.
In a clear and easy-to-follow format, Grand Master Helio Gracie addresses different
aspects of the Brazilian jiu-jitsu method that bears his name. Learn how to
systematically progress and technically improve mat game, regardless of background
or grappling ability.
Juji gatame is the pinnacle of armlocks. It remains the most consistently used joint lock
in many grappling sports including judo, sambo, jujitsu, submission grappling, BJJ, and
MMA. Athletes and coaches around the world use and respect this game-ending
armlock. This comprehensive manual organizes juji gatame into four primary
application types allowing for logical and easy learning. Steve Scott carefully breaks
down the basics, analyzes the structure, and offers hundreds of variations so you can
successfully win with juji gatame, even under stress.

Detailing over 100 moves through photographic sequences and detailed
captions, this volume uses Moreira's "sequential teaching" style to delineate the
network of options available to combatants dealing with side-mount situations.
Whether a student, teacher, or simply a fan of jujutsu, this edition will serve as a
comprehensive reference for side-mount moves and instill a deeper
understanding of the art's emphasis on techniques rather than strength. Some of
the techniques included in Moreira's book include the straight-arm American lock,
knee popper, crucifix choke, fall back to armbar, roll to collar choke, and much
more.
Many men are attracted to outdoor sports because of the time it gives them alone
in God's creation--time to rest, reflect, and refresh before returning to the
everyday stresses of work, family life, finances, and more. Faith Afield is their
guide to making this time in God's country last when they return home. This
unique devotional, geared primarily toward men, uses illustrations and principles
from hunting, shooting, and fishing sports, giving sportsmen new insights into
truths from Scripture and challenging them in their walk with God. Each devotion
leaves the outdoorsman with a specific life application on topics such as: •the
importance of authentic living •putting on the whole armor of God •overcoming
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obstacles in life •the key to avoiding sexual temptations •focusing on that which
is most important The perfect gift for the hunter, fisherman, or gun enthusiast,
Faith Afield will challenge men as it brings them closer to God.
The Armlock Encyclopedia85 Armlocks for Jujitsu, Judo, Sambo and Mixed
Martial Arts
Explains the history, steps, and training of judo.
The best guide to learning jiu-jitsu ever written in English, this is the most
comprehensive study available. It describes the authentic form of judo developed
in the late 19th century by Professor Jiguro Kano — not the many imitations often
called by this name. Officially recognized by the Japanese government as the
preeminent school of jiu-jitsu, the Kano system was the method in which
Japanese armed forces and police were trained. The complete system of 160
holds and throws is clearly explained, with 487 photographs and four charts
providing further clarification. Pressure points, balance, falling, and every other
important aspect receives full and complete treatment. The first section presents
60 "tricks" of combat in strict sequence that prepare for part two, in which readers
learn how to apply the advantages of the tricks they've learned. The third section
deals with highly scientific tricks of combat, by which an opponent may be
incapacitated — and the methods of kuatsu, or resuscitation, by which a fallen
opponent may be revived. Martial arts students at every level of experience will
find this classic guide a source of valuable information and instruction.
Master the sport of Judo with this illustrated martial arts manual. The Techniques
of Judo is a fully illustrated and authoritative manual, providing step-by-step
explanations, practical pointers, and thorough analyses of all the most commonly
used judo techniques, or "wazas." Illustrated with over 550 black and white
photographs, this martial arts book is an invaluable introduction to judo for
beginners as well as a complete repertory for the advanced practitioner, or
"judoka." The Techniques of Judo offers incisive descriptions of more than 70
hand throws, hip throws, leg throws, back and side throws, holding techniques,
strangling techniques, armlock techniques, together with their variations and
appropriate counter-techniques. The introduction contains an outline description
of the sport, its history and objectives, the contests and the grappling system,
with a penetrating discussion of the principle of balance and minimum effort that
is basic to a scientific understanding of the sport.
"IT'S A FIGHT, NOT A GAME". This book is about training for grapplers and
fighters. It doesn't matter what combat sport or martial art you specialise in,
showing up in shape is mandatory. Your work ethic, your willingness to withstand
harsh physical training and ability to absorb punishment all directly affect your
success in grappling or fighting. With these words, coaches Steve Scott and John
Saylor challenge you to get in the best fighting shape of your life using the
workouts and training regimens they have used to train hundreds of national and
international champions. What's Inside: What is Functional Training & why does it
work?; Periodisation: how to plan your training cycles; Proven workout routines
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designed just for fighters; The science behind the exercises, drills & workouts;
Freehand & bodyweight strength training; The best barbell, dumbbell & weight
machine exercises; How the exercise ball can help you develop a rock hard core;
Strength training with Kettlebells; 'Old School' hard core power training; Staying
healthy & avoiding injuries for maximum mat time; How to plan your workouts
around your fight schedule; Challenging medicine ball exercises; Plyometric &
jump training; Over 400 exercises to build strength, power, agility, & speed.
Reprint of a fascinating old book that everyone who is interested in sports and
athletics must read. Everything one should know about how one can gain
unusually great strength, about the famous strongmen of the past and their
training methods... By one of the absolutely best informed - the authentic strength
training super-expert Earle Liederman.
Traces the history of comic stereotype of the Black performer and explains how it was finally
eradicated
Presented by Jean Jacques Machado, one of only a few Brazilian jiu-jitsu masters to be
awarded the red belt by the legendary Rickson Gracie, this 3-DVD set features grappling
techniques with a gi (uniform) and without, so martial artists of all levels can successfully
transition between styles. Taking readers through the major grappling positions found in mixed
martial arts, Brazilian jiu-jitsu, and submission fighting, Machado builds a foundation from
which grapplers of any background can use. The lessons include gi and no-gi takedowns,
passes, counters, and submissions, as well as how to exploit opponent vulnerability, how to
secure dominant positions, and how to execute match-ending attacks from almost any angle.
The DVD set serves as a companion to the bookThe Grappler's Handbook: Gi and No-Gi
Techniques and provides multiangle live-action depictions of the techniques and an optional onscreen caption track that details where in the book viewers can find more in-depth coverage of
various topics as they appear on screen.
Based on a series of interviews that Jigoro Kano gave in his sixties, the book relates his
creation and development of Kodokan judo during the period 1882 to 1928.
This new volume in the Encyclopaedia of Sports Medicine series, published under the
auspices of the International Olympic Committee, provides a state-of-the- art account of the
epidemiology of injury across a broad spectrum of Olympic sports. The book uses the public
health model in describing the scope of the injury problem, the associated risk factors, and in
evaluating the current research on injury prevention strategies described in the literature.
Epidemiology of Injury in Olympic Sports comprehensively covers what is known about the
distribution and determinants of injury and injury rates in each sport. The editors and
contributors have taken an evidence-based approach and adopted a uniform methodology to
assess the data available. Each chapter is illustrated with tables which make it easy to
examine injury factors between studies within a sport and between sports. With contributions
from internationally renowned experts, this is an invaluable reference book for medical doctors,
physical therapists and athletic trainers who serve athletes and sports teams, and for sports
medicine scientists and healthcare professionals who are interested in the epidemiological
study of injury in sports.
-- By the top-selling co-author of GURPS Discworld. -- Includes dozens of new magic spells.
The author addresses the rising popularity of no-gi jujutsu (also called submission wrestling), a
challenging and fast-paced style in which competitors forgo the gi and generally wear shorts
and T-shirts. Topics include takedowns, guard passes, striking and mounting from the crossbody position, takedown counters, guard attacks, sweeps, escapes, rear-mount attacks, and
more.
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The Encyclopaedia of Wrestling is a revised edition of my previous book Modern Wrestling
(Adhunik Mallyuddh) as I have received the National reward and appreciation letter from Hon
ble Mr. Milan Ercegan the FILA President Atlanta 1996. The matter of this book have been
extended up to 416 pages from 273, pasting new photographs, with the up-to-date
International Wrestling Rules booklet of FILA & FIWA (newly formed body). As the book
contains the topics such as; Health for lay people health and fitness, How to become an
Olympian Wrestler? Practice-Natural and Scientific Exercises, Balance Diet, Proper Rest,
Competitions, National and International Wrestling, World History of Wrestling and various
types of combats of the globe, Automatic Exercises for the wrestlers and recreational games,
reducing fatness, weight control, warming up and cooling down, injuries of wrestling 500
National and International holds of Free Style, Greco-Roman and Oriental Styles Wrestling,
holds drill, immetation, Psychology and career of the wrestlers and so on. I hope this book will
prove useful for the world wrestlers, referees, coaches, health lovers, and lay people who
valuable suggestions are always awaited.
In recent years, the grappling arts have proven to be the most effective form of combat in
mixed martial arts (MMA) and no-holds-barred (NHB) competitions. Above all others, the
Gracie brand of Brazilian jujitsu has become recognized as the preeminent fighting style in
unarmed combat. Now Renzo Gracie—instructor; competitor; and champion of numerous
grappling, MMA, and NHB events—reveals the inner workings of the art in his latest book,
Mastering Jujitsu. From the origins of the art to personal techniques, you will experience the
impact the Gracies have had on jujitsu and learn the strategies they have developed to
dominate their opponents. Gracie shares the subtleties of the techniques necessary for
mastering the art, and he clearly demonstrates the flow of movement with more than 250 highquality photos. Not only will Mastering Jujitsu help you progress from isolated skill development
techniques to a full set of tactics and fight plans, but it will also introduce you to the concept of
combat phases and teach you to attack from any phase. You will learn how to react to your
opponent in any situation. Whether you’re caught in a bottom position or attacking from the
top, Gracie reveals the key strategies designed to give you the upper hand. The depth and
breadth of topics covered in Mastering Jujitsu will aid even the most experienced black belts in
their understanding and execution of Brazilian jujitsu. With detailed coverage on advanced
principles, you will get all the tactics, strategies, techniques, and drills you need for close
combat fighting. Contents Chapter 1. Classical Jujitsu: Theory and History Chapter 2. Modern
Jujitsu: New Concepts, New Directions Chapter 3. Underlying Theory and Strategy of Modern
Jujitsu Chapter 4. Free-Movement Phase Chapter 5. Clinch Phase Chapter 6. Ground Fighting
Chapter 7. Winning From the Bottom Position Chapter 8. Winning From the Top Position
Chapter 9. Training and Competition Chapter 10. Jujitsu for Self-Defense
Traces the history of various indoor and outdoor sports as presented in articles appearing in
the "New York Times."
' "Did you see the big fight this weekend'" The question used to be about boxing matches,
when the giants of the fight world were Mike Tyson and Roy Jones. Now fans are leaving the
sweet science in droves for the combat sport of the future: mixed martial arts (MMA). MMA has
drawn millions on cable and network television, as well as out-performed professional wrestling
and boxing on pay-per-view. Fans are attracted to the sport, but unlike boxing (where strategy
and technique are limited to using both your left and right hands), an MMA fight can be
surprisingly complicated. The MMA Encyclopedia puts the fighters, the facts, and the
fundamentals of the world's fastest growing sport at your fingertips as the definitive reference
guide to mixed martial arts. The encyclopedia will break the MMA language barrier for those
who don't know a wristlock from a wristwatch, while at the same time offering perspective and
analysis that will entertain the hardcore fan who already has the basics down pat. With three
appendices that detail the results of every MMA'fight in history, this the ultimate reference book
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for the ultimate sport.
In the wake of Western culture's postmodern shift, is it possible to express ultimate truth, or
declare absolutes of value? In this engaging collection of essays, Steve Scott explores the
possibilities for renewal of culture and the individual. Steve Scott is the director of CANA:
Christian Artists Networking Association (www.canagroup.org), an international arts
organization. He can be contacted at info*a*canacroup.org.
While writing the upcoming book "It Takes a Ninja," Ilan Gattegno realized that many of his
published writings on the Bujinkan were no longer accessible to his fellow practitioners. He felt
it important to share the contribution of the Israeli D?j? to the understanding of Bujinkan spirit in
the world. Many people were exposed to Doron Navon, instructor of the Israeli D?j?, but only
through his translating for Hatsumi Masaaki. This book tells the story as Gattegno experienced
it since beginning training in November 1974 when Doron returned to Israel after spending
eight years in Japan.*** *** *** *** ***Included are these chapters - The Connection: Israel on
the Map, Takamatsu: The Teacher of Todays' Ninja Leader, Hatsumi Masaaki: The Enigma
Continues, Doron Navon: The Test of Truth, Ishizuka Tetsuji: A Close Up on a Master
Instructor, Nagato Toshiro: The Gentle Giant, Next Generation: Teaching the Art, Watch and
Learn: Licensed to Drive, The Requirements: Setting a Standard, Seigyo Through Metsubushi:
Control through Blinding, Working for the Future: Letting Go, Back to the Hombu D?j?.
Kashmiri dishes are considered the height of gourmet Indian cuisine. The North Indian region's
delicately spiced kebabs, famed lamb curries and tender vegetable dishes have acquired an
almost legendary reputation. Traditional ingredients include mutton, chicken, fish, wild fowl,
and all the fruits and vegetables, such as apples, lotus root, eggplant and morels, for which
Kashmir is famed. Create such delectable and subtly flavored treats as Pumpkin Chutney,
Lamb Curry, Tomato Eggplant Curry, and Water-Chestnut Flour Cookies. Chapters included
are Wazawan Delicacies, Non-Vegetarian Specialties of Kashmiri Pandits, Vegetarian Food,
Everyday Non-Vegetarian Food, Fish and Fowl Dishes, Rice, Desserts, Beverages, Snacks
and Tea-time Savories, Chutneys and Pickles, and Spice Cakes. With nearly 90 recipes and
12 pages of color photographs, this cookbook is a wonderful introduction to one of India's most
famed culinary traditions. All recipes have been adapted for the North American kitchen.
Selected as an Outstanding Academic Title by Choice Selected as an Outstanding Reference
Source by the Reference and User Services Association of the American Library Association
There are many anthologies of southern literature, but this is the first companion. Neither a
survey of masterpieces nor a biographical sourcebook, The Companion to Southern Literature
treats every conceivable topic found in southern writing from the pre-Columbian era to the
present, referencing specific works of all periods and genres. Top scholars in their fields offer
original definitions and examples of the concepts they know best, identifying the themes,
burning issues, historical personalities, beloved icons, and common or uncommon stereotypes
that have shaped the most significant regional literature in memory. Read the copious offerings
straight through in alphabetical order (Ancestor Worship, Blue-Collar Literature, Caves) or skip
randomly at whim (Guilt, The Grotesque, William Jefferson Clinton). Whatever approach you
take, The Companion’s authority, scope, and variety in tone and interpretation will prove a
boon and a delight. Explored here are literary embodiments of the Old South, New South, Solid
South, Savage South, Lazy South, and “Sahara of the Bozart.” As up-to-date as grit lit, K Mart
fiction, and postmodernism, and as old-fashioned as Puritanism, mules, and the tall tale, these
five hundred entries span a reach from Lady to Lesbian Literature. The volume includes an
overview of every southern state’s belletristic heritage while making it clear that the southern
mind extends beyond geographical boundaries to form an essential component of the
American psyche. The South’s lavishly rich literature provides the best means of
understanding the region’s deepest nature, and The Companion to Southern Literature will be
an invaluable tool for those who take on that exciting challenge. Description of Contents 500
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lively, succinct articles on topics ranging from Abolition to Yoknapatawpha 250 contributors,
including scholars, writers, and poets 2 tables of contents — alphabetical and subject — and a
complete index A separate bibliography for most entries
'If you keep on hustling, all day every day, you will see your dreams come true.' Following a
childhood from hell, Soa 'The Hulk' Palelei was left homeless and headed straight for trouble.
Until mixed martial arts put him on the right path in life. After making his professional fighting
debut in 2002, Palelei went on to dominate on the Australian circuit. Five years later, he was
signed on to compete in the revered Ultimate Fighting Championship. But the dream didn't last.
He lost disastrously in 2007 and was dropped. All his supporters disappeared when he needed
them most. He came back to Australia, faded into obscurity and blew out to 160 kilos. It took
him four years of hard work to get back to the top. Multiple championships followed as well as
a three-year winning streak that saw him back competing - and claiming victory - on the world
stage. Palelei's raw and powerful story is, at its heart, one about turning obstacles into
opportunities and following your dreams - destroying the odds in the hope for a better life.
In a follow-up to his popular "Championship Sambo: Submission Holds and Groundfighting",
Steve Scott teaches you 85 essential armlocks for jujitsu, judo, sambo and mixed martial arts.
The armlocks taught in this Encyclopedia apply to gi and no-gi combat sports, allowing you to
use them in a wide variety of situations, including self-defence and street applications. Steve
Scott makes it easy to learn the most effective and popular armlocks of modern grappling
sports by organising them into four broad categories: the cross-body armlock, the bent
armlock, the straight armlock and the armpit lock. In addition to teaching how to set-up and
apply each of the locks, he shows you how to defend against common armlocks, fight from
both the mount and guard, lever your opponent's arm free for an attack and vary your grip for
maximum power. For those new to grappling, you will also learn the core skills of applying
armlocks, controlling position, and training smart plus a glossary of grappling terms and a
Rules of the Room guide to common sense rules on the mat.

In a book based on 115 interviews with the pioneers of mixed martial arts, the
author of Jackie Chan: Inside the Dragon lays out the fascinating history of MMA,
showing how the sport almost met its demise in the late 1990s, before becoming
the popular sport it is today.
Combining Master Erle Montaigue's expertise with that of one of Australia's
foremost acupuncturists, this remarkable work addresses the healing and martial
sides of dim-mak under one cover for the first time ever. Every point on each of
the 12 main energy meridians is examined in depth.
Sambo is considered one of the most effective, technically diverse, and dynamic
modern fighting styles ever devised. Developed in the Soviet Union and based on
Kodokan Judo and wrestling, sambo emphasizes utility over aesthetics. The end
result is a fast paced and powerful style that excells in both throwing and
groundfighting.This book presents a systematic approach to how the sport of
sambo is taught and practiced.
Sports medicine and sports science are relatively new and rapidly developing
fields of knowledge. During the past 2 decades, a significant body of scientific
knowledge has been published in these areas. However, there is a demand for
practical ref- ences which address sports medicine and science in the context of
different sports. This demand is higher in some sports including combat sports,
which are highly physically and mentally demanding, and cause challenging
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issues such as risk of blood-borne infections, weight reduction, head injuries,
stress management, and safety for women and children. This book has been
developed to meet the needs of the practitioners who work with combat sports
athletes in order to improve their health and performance. Combat sports include
four Olympic sports (boxing, wrestling, judo, and t- kwondo) and other popular
sports such as karate, kick boxing, and Wushu. These sports are popular in most
countries of the world, both at competitive and rec- ational levels. Combat sports
are practiced by people of different ages for a variety of reasons such as to gain
fitness and health benefits and to learn self-defense.
Learn how to make your opponent tap out in virtually any situation! This guide is
packed with hundreds of armlocks, chokes and leglocks that you can use to
make any opponent tap out. This book offers hardcore, serious, practical
instruction on submitting an opponent in a wide variety of grappling and fighting
situations. Whether you are a submission grappler, judo or jujitsu athlete or MMA
fighter, you will learn armlocks, chokes and leglocks from start to finish in both
"no gi" and "gi" situations. Plus you will get variations, alternate finishes and
escapes so no matter what your opponent throws at you, you will be ready. Steve
Scott shares the same training tips, technical expertise and tactical advice that he
has used to train over 200 national and international champions in grappling
sports. This book is like having your own world-class coach with you every time
you step on the mat. The book is divided into 3 massive sections: SECTION
ONE: ARMLOCKS -- This section features the four primary armlocks including
the cross-body armlock, the bent armlock, the armpit lock and the straight
armlock. In some cases, shoulder joint locks are also shown when relevant to an
armlock. There are many breakdowns, set ups, variations, combination
techniques and applications of armlocks in this section. SECTION TWO:
CHOKES & STRANGLES -- This section emphasises strangles and chokes
aimed directed against the carotid arteries on the sides of the neck as well as
against the trachea (windpipe) and front of the check and throat. In some cases,
neck cranks and shoulder locks are also shown when relevant to a choking
technique. A wide variety of ways to break down an opponent, roll an opponent
into a choke, flatten out an opponent for a choke or apply chokes from a variety
of positions. SECTION THREE: LEGLOCKS -- This section includes all
submission techniques directed toward the lower body, including the ankles,
knees, legs and hips. A large number of toeholds and ankle locks are featured.
Both straight and bent knee leglocks are shown in this section as well.
In a follow-up to his popular "Championship Sambo: Submission Holds and
Groundfighting", Steve Scott teaches you 85 essential armlocks for jujitsu, judo,
sambo and mixed martial arts. The armlocks taught in this Encyclopedia apply to
gi and no-gi combat sports, allowing you to use them in a wide variety of
situations, including self-defence and street applications. Steve Scott makes it
easy to learn the most effective and popular armlocks of modern grappling sports
by organising them into four broad categories: the cross-body armlock, the bent
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armlock, the straight armlock and the armpit lock. In addition to teaching how to
set-up and apply each of the locks, he shows you how to defend against common
armlocks, fight from both the mount and guard, lever your opponents arm free for
an attack and vary your grip for maximum power. For those new to grappling, you
will also learn the core skills of applying armlocks, controlling position, and
training smart plus a glossary of grappling terms and a Rules of the Room guide
to common sense rules on the mat.
"Did you know that the martial arts include such former Western pursuits as
dueling, gunfighting, and gladiatorial combat? Nearly 100 articles by scholars
discuss specific martial arts, countries, and concepts such as religion and
spiritual development common to martial arts traditions of the world. Definitions of
unfamiliar terms and an index that notes the historical figures and classic texts
dicussed within articles help to make this set a scholarly corrective in an area
often informed by the movies."--"Outstanding Reference Sources," American
Libraries, May 2002.
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